P R E M I U M P E R FO R M A N C E A N D
U LT R A- P O R TA B I L I T Y D E S I G N E D
FO R S U CC E S S

For more than three decades, Portégé laptops have provided the
resources for businesses to stay ahead of the competition. The Portégé
portfolio delivers the power, performance and security features packed
into a premium, professional design. Keen on the importance of security,
all Portégé X Series laptops incorporate a unique collection of hardware,
software and biometric components providing leading-edge security to
help protect critical data. Portege is the perfect laptop for the next
business challenge.

KEY FEATURES
NEW AGE COMMUNICATION

CUTTING-EDGE PROCESSOR AND
GRAPHICS PERFORMANCE

Connect, collaborate or present with colleagues or clients
anywhere via the Portégé X Series high definition web
camera with noise-canceling dual microphones for
outstanding audio and visual quality. A world-facing
camera is available on select models to capture official
forms and take photographs digitally.

Featuring the new 11th Gen Intel® Core™ Processor and
Intel® Iris® Xe graphics engine, Portégé laptops deliver
unmatched speed and intelligence with a new level of
graphics capabilities to enable boundary-breaking
performance and remarkable responsiveness.

LAYERS UPON LAYERS OF SECURITY

HIGH BRIGHTNESS DISPLAY

As a leading secured-core PC provider, Dynabook equips
these Portégé laptops with a robust combination of nextlevel hardware, software and identity protection - including
enterprise-grade encryption and authentication using
biometrics - to enhance resistance to current and future
cyber threats. Dynabook writes its own proprietary BIOS to
provide a unique security foundation as an additional layer
of protection against attacks.

MOBILITY EXPERTS
Dynabook has perfected the ability to shrink, lighten and
streamline its laptop designs without compromise. With
select models starting at less than 1 kg, there is a good
chance the Portégé is the lightest device in your bag.

MODERN BATTERY LIFE
Mobile professionals need a reliable device to move
freely throughout the day with confidence. Using the
latest battery technology and power management
enhancements, these Portégé laptops extend beyond the
work day on a single charge. If a charge is needed, the
battery can be replenished up to 40-percent capacity in
just 30 minutes utilizing Dynabook’s quick charge feature.

These premium laptops offer a variety of displays,
including touch, anti-glare, high-brightness and privacy
screen options. Available on select models, the Dynamic
Privacy Display narrows the viewing angle and protects
confidential information from prying eyes.

MODERN NOTETAKING
Delivering a true pen-to-paper experience, the digital
inking capabilities of the Portégé X30W sets it apart
from the competition and allows professionals to take
accurate notes, sketch concepts, complete forms and
capture signatures on a single device to increase overall
productivity.

IN-HOUSE ADVANTAGE
Dynabook is the only major PC vendor to employ an
in-house approach for its laptops in design, engineering,
manufacturing and testing to ensure each laptop delivers
superior quality and reliability

BENEFITS OF WINDOWS
Equipped with Windows 10 Pro, featuring enhanced data
protection, encryption and productivity tools, these
Portégé laptops easily integrate into any network
environment, existing security protocols and ensure
compatibility with legacy software and future
applications.
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